
Survey System Summary Strategy Reinforcement Tool
Suggestion 

Portal Pricing- Subscription Service Other: Digital Sharing Tools: Employee Profiles Manager Tools: integration tools Automated rewards Mobile App? 
Conulstation 

Teams? 

Cost of 
Turnover 

Calculator? Ability to send gift cards

Size of 
Business 

compatible with

Culture Booster

-Feedback
-4 survey types that are strategically aligned 
with the employee lifecycle: from Onboarding to 
Training, Engagement, and Exit.

-Meeting Scheduler
-1-on-1 facilitation tool that allows 
employees to schedule meetings with 
anyone in the organization. 

Clear Goal 
Feature- 
Collabortive 
Tool

-Core $14 (Per employee, per month)
-Core+ $25 (Per employee, per month)
-more $$$ for 251+ employees No

Yes- Allows you 
to figure out 
how much to 
save for 
recognition 
awards 

Kazoo Clear Platform for Feedback 

Conversation Platform facilitates 1:
1meetings and check-ins for increased 
performance

Goals and 
OKR's with 
progress 
tracking abilities Custom incentives for productivity and engagement no

Between $4.25 and $10.00 monthly per 
employee depending on the package you 
choose and the company size.  Discount 
available for more than 1,000 employees yes yes and give to charities

Nectar no no no

heavily point based can be redmeed for gift cards or 
products (airpods) awards given for work related 
achivements and celebrations such as birthdays and 
anniversarys. Mainly a social recognition tool (send 
public recognition posts to other empoyees and accept 
challenges for extra points (10k challenge, write a review 
for 50 points, continued ed for points) no

no- demo & try for free month to month 
pricing yes n/a

yes- main feature can be used with other 
HR apps and very compatable with slack 
(has a bot)

yes- birthdays 
and 
anniversarys yes no

Assembly no no no
Heavily based on peer to peer employee recognition to 
gain personalized rewards, swag or company parties. no

need to request a demo seems like about $4 
per employee and an additional upfront cost 
for sortware yes

Bonusly n/a

Social Recognition tool that integrates 
into existing platforms and incentivices 
employees for a job well done. 

Analytics and 
Reports, posts, 
gift cards and 
rewards for 
recognition

Yes- Incentives include a point system, "Spiffs", 
Automated Award system , Manuel Awards, Claimable 
awards, digitial award (gift cards)

n/a- seems like 
its mostly a 
management 
tool

Core ($2.70/month- small teams starting with 
recognition) Pro ($4.50-comprehnsive 
recognition and rewards) and custom (Price 
unlisted- mid size to large organizations)

Provides guides to help enhance company 
recognition, cost of turnover calculator, 
reward ideas for employees, performance 
management guide, budgeting calculator for 
rewards

Monitor Posts of reinforcment and recognition 
tools-"digital Signange" Yes- 

Weekly manager digest and 
analytics, autuomated reward 
systems, reinforcement 
reminders, trainings with 
subscription

Integration tools-sync up any co-working 
software ie: Chat & Collaborative Software 
(Slack, Teams, etc), SSO (single sign on) 
HRIS, Swag providers, Screen and monitor 
integration

Yes: Birthday, 
Welcome 
awards, 
Anniversary 
Awards Yes

For managers 
with 
subscription Yes

Yes, they have 
a gift card 
catalogue

Go Game n/a
Virtual, in person and hybrid team 
building experiences through games. Play Games!! General team-building through games n/a

Virtual option starts at $299 and goes up to 
$1,299. Offers demo for virtual option.
In-person and hybrid have to request a 
quote, multiple options and depends on 
amount of participants. 
-How many people will be included?
-Whats’s the location of the event?
-What is your budget?

Games and events customizable depending 
on company.
Separate site for their virtual option "Weve". "Weve" - the virtual option of playing games n/a n/a n/a n/a no no

Kudos

no- just has messaging but does not seem to 
have clear feedback communication lines out 
side of sending recogintion no no

Yes- large feature uses 3 types (recognize, award, and 
general message) awards are badges. there is a point 
and reward system that awards gift cards (100 points for 
an amazon gift card) no offers a demo(takes you to a bot messenger)

Culture definition tool- links set behaviors and 
qualities that can then be attributed to 
employee recogniction awards and messages 

Peer community wal celebrates and shares 
achivements (looks like social media news 
feed) employees can comment on posts and 
there is an engagement leader board

employee analystics 
system based on their 
values and qualites that 
reflect the companies 
based on recognition 
from other employees

Summary- social media for 
adding an employer defined 
culture to the workplace. 
employees can yes n/a yes no no Yes

Qarrot Gameification 
Objectives motiviated by Rewards-award points and 
badges

Allow for team 
members to 
upload results 
and comments 
themselves

$3/month unless company has >200 
employees- request a quote Admin. dashboard with analytics Yes, onboarding and itnegration tools Yes, over 20 optionsSmall to mid size


